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The online Connecting Renewable Energy Conference NSW is designed to
assist the resource, construction, engineering, manufacturing, and
services sector on the latest challenges, developments, and supply chain
procurement and business opportunities within the renewable energy
sector throughout New South Wales.

Renewable energy comes from natural resources like the sun, wind, and
water. By harnessing these resources, NSW is fast transitioning towards a
modern energy and sustainable future. With the NSW government
emissions reduction target to halve greenhouse gas pollution by 2030,
there is now a huge pipeline of large-scale renewable energy projects
offering billions of dollars of procurement opportunities available to the
supply chain.

Delivered via live virtual video streaming allowing you to connect, engage,
network, and have live face to face meetings with presenting projects,
their teams and all attendees, the Connecting Renewable Energy
Conference NSW features proposed and approved major solar, wind,
battery, hydro-electric, and hydrogen projects and is designed as an event
for obtaining the most current in-depth information, project updates and
supplier opportunities, delivered directly from CEO’s, project managers,
and procurement professionals.

 
 
 

Connecting Industry conferences are designed to
assist all tiers of the supply chain from SME’s
through to large civil construction and engineering
companies on the latest project procurement
opportunities and information.

Our goal is to 'Connect Industry' and create
opportunities for all stakeholders in a sustainable
way i.e. social, economic, and environmental.
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https://www.connectingindustry.com.au/


Reinforce your company’s profile within NSW and Australia;
Instantly reach and present your business to 200+ industry delegates;
Highlight your place in the industry;
Explore opportunities;
Network and develop partnerships; 
Exhibit your products/services; and
Coverage Australia-wide – print, radio, social media, and podcast.  

Connecting Industry invites your business to participate in the Connecting
Renewable Energy Conference NSW held online on October 27, 2022. The
Connecting Renewable Energy Conference NSW will present major
procurement opportunities across numerous of solar, wind, battery,
hydro-electric, and hydrogen projects projects on October 27 starting
from 7.30am (AEST) throughout New South Wales, Australia, and the
world.

Conference sponsorship identifies your company as an industry leader
and provides a powerful opportunity to increase your brand’s visibility via
direct live face to face communications with project speakers and all
attendees including sponsorship speaking and exhibition space privileges
and inclusion in conference multi-media marketing.

The solar, wind, battery, hydro-electric, and hydrogen projects is designed
as an event for obtaining the most current in-depth information on
project updates and supplier opportunities, delivered directly from CEO’s,
project managers, and procurement professionals.

Connecting Industry conferences are attended by CEO’s, managing
directors, and business executives across Australia and internationally.
The nature of our conferences along with world-class technology via live
video streaming, means delegates are presented an unsurpassed
opportunity to connect, engage, network, and have live face to face
private/public meetings with all presenting project speakers and their
team, all delegates and attendees, exhibitors and sponsors.
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PRESENTING PROJECTS

Nu-Rock: Fly-Ash recycling plant.
Developed in the mid 1990s Nu-Rock technology is inspired by natural forces which occur to
produce solid rock. Combining naturally occurring chemical binders with power station fly ash, as
well as steel mill and non-ferrous metal smelter waste. Nu-Rock proposes to build a resource
recycling plant at the AGL Bayswater power station, located 16km from Muswellbrook, New South
Wales. It is initially expected to create 250 construction jobs and 35 operational jobs, and up to a
further 90 people indirectly in distribution of the product.

Hunter Lakes Corporation: Hunter Lakes Scheme
The Hunter Lakes Scheme will establish an interconnected water reservoir hub in the Upper
Hunter utilising existing mine voids to provide water storage for agriculture purposes. Additionally
the project provides for agriculture, forestry, viticulture, equine industries, pumped hydro
facilities and recreational pursuits. The project will convert open cut coal excavations in the Upper
Hunter Valley into lakes and interconnecting them with canals to create The Upper Hunter Lakes
District stretching from Broke, south of Singleton, to Muswellbrook a distance of some 60 km.

Oceanex Energy’s: Novocastrian Offshore Wind Farm

The Novocastrian Offshore Wind Farm involves the installation of offshore wind turbine
generators over 20km from the Newcastle coastline to access the strong winds at sea to generate
electricity that will be transmitted subsea and underground to existing nearby grid connection
points in the Hunter Valley with capacity and availability at the time the wind farm starts
generating electricity which is expected in 2028. Construction will take approximately 3-4 years
with an expected workforce of 3000.

Energy Estate: Hunter Hydrogen Network
H2N is a large-scale hydrogen production, transportation and export project. Creating Australia’s
first Hydrogen Valley, its aim is to help unlock the renewable energy resources of the Central
West, New England and Hunter Valley/Central Coast Renewable Energy Zones to produce green
hydrogen and associated green feedstock. The green hydrogen will initially be used for mining,
mobility and other industrial uses with the next stage is to transport hydrogen via a dedicated
hydrogen pipeline through the Hunter Valley. The project is expected to create approximately 800
construction jobs and 100 operational jobs.

SEATA: Hunter Thermal and Hydro Turbine Project.
The SEATA Group in partnership with Toshiba, MGA Thermal, and Graphite Energy, are developing
a thermal energy storage project to manufacture Toshiba hydrolysers in the Hunter Region, under
license, and then provide a thermal energy ‘steam’ source of supply hydrogen production via an
advanced thermal treatment technology designed to economically deconstruct wasted biomass
and other carbonaceous resources into valuable commodities at scale.
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More Projects to be announced



PRESENTING PROJECTS

BlueFloat Energy & Energy Estate: The Hunter Coast and Wollongong Offshore Wind Projects
The Hunter Coast Offshore Wind Project is a 1.4GW floating wind technology project to be located
off the coast of the Hunter - Central Coast region of New South Wales. The Hunter Coast Offshore
Wind Project will support the growth of existing and new industries with project construction
likely to commence in 2024 and create approximately 1400 construction jobs.
The Wollongong Offshore Wind Project is a 1.6GW floating wind technology project to be located
across two sites off the coast of the Illawarra region of New South Wales. Floating offshore wind in
the Illawarra region will support the existing industrial ecosystem, facilitate the development of
new industries and enable Port Kembla to become a clean energy hub and create opportunities to
accelerate the development of local supply chains and manufacturing capacity. Project
construction likely to commence in 2024/25 and create approximately 2000 construction jobs

Malabar Resources: Maxwell Solar Farm
The Maxwell Solar Farm is an approved 25 - Megawatt (MW) solar farm to be located on
rehabilitated land within the Maxwell Infrastructure site south of Muswellbrook. The solar farm
will provide 50 jobs for the local area during construction and two jobs during operation. The
solar farm would generate more than 60 Gigawatt hours annually, providing enough energy to
power about around 10,000 local homes. Given the recent announcement of the NSW state
Government of a Renewable Energy Zone (REZ) in the Upper Hunter Valley, Malabar is currently
assessing options to increase renewable generation. 

Hunter Hydrogen Technology Cluster: NewH2
NewH2 is supporting the emerging hydrogen economy in NSW by facilitating connections and
knowledge sharing throughout the State and beyond. The Hunter region was chosen as the
geographic base for NSW’s Hydrogen Technology Cluster and it aims to support the development
of the hydrogen supply chain, reduce overlaps and identify gaps in the development, deployment
and commercialisation of new hydrogen focused technologies and help establish a nationwide
hydrogen cluster to foster a multi-billion dollar, globally competitive hydrogen industry for
Australia. 

Sunrise Energy Metals: Sunrise Project
Sunrise Energy Metals is progressing the Sunrise Battery Materials Project in NSW, utilising its
Clean-iX® technology. Sunrise, once built, will be one of the world’s largest integrated producers
of battery-grade nickel and cobalt. The Project is development-ready, with all key permits and
approvals in place. In the early years of operation Sunrise’s state-of-the-art processing facility will
produce around 20,000 tonnes per annum of nickel and around 5,000 tonne per annum of cobalt,
all in the form of high purity metal salts for the battery industry.
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INDUSTRY CAPABILITY NETWORK (ICN)

Sponsorship of the Connecting Renewable Energy Conference NSW gives your business strong
brand recognition by putting your business in front of an Australian wide resource and
construction industry audience. Connecting Industry event partners, the Industry Capability
Network (ICN), Jobs in the Hunter™, and Resource Industry Media, have a combined reach of
over 80,000 industry connections where your brand will be highlighted across their networks
via specific marketing including web, social media, and EDMs (email marketing).

 The Industry Capability Network (ICN) is a business network
connecting Australian and New Zealand suppliers with major
project supply chains. ICN operates independent state-based
offices supported by Australian state and territory
governments. ICN is an incorporated not-for-profit company
staffed by experienced procurement, engineering and
technical specialists with the primary role to develop and
provide market leading products and services that enable
project owners and their representatives to maximise local
industry participation within their supply chains. 

CONNECTING INDUSTRY 
EVENT PARTNERS 
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JOBS IN THE HUNTER™ 
Jobs in the Hunter is the premier platform for local jobs and
careers in the Hunter Region. Jobs in the Hunter helps local
businesses, local workers and local service-providers connect,
network and forge fruitful relationships. In doing so, they
help strengthen the resilience and prosperity of the region
that they serve - the Hunter.

RESOURCE INDUSTRY MEDIA 
Resource Industry Media specialise in strategic business
communications, engagement and events for the engineering,
manufacturing and services sector working within the
resource and construction industry. Resource Industry Media
is passionate about connecting businesses to industry by
implementing cutting-edge strategies and creative original
ideas to build relationships by telling your business story
right.

https://icn.org.au/
https://resourceindustrymedia.com.au/
https://jobsinthehunter.com.au/
https://icn.org.au/
https://jobsinthehunter.com.au/
https://resourceindustrymedia.com.au/


Presenting Partner i.e. Connecting Renewable Energy Conference NSW proudly sponsored by (insert business
name).
Company logo and name of business on media releases and all marketing material including media advertising,
conference website, poster, social media, MC background, and major branding placement on live conference
streaming platform.
Seven (7) minute live presentation and/or video recording to all attendees at the beginning of conference.
Specific VIP live face to face private meeting room for your business only.
Business mention, logo, and links to website across all multi-media including over 80,000 industry specific email
invitations promoting conference via Connecting Industry and conference partners.
Introduction to all major project companies and speakers.
Complete email attendance list of presenters and all delegates (subject to consent).
One (1) EDM with advertising banner (800pxls wide x 400 deep) dedicated to your business  delivered via
Connecting Industry and event partners.
Two (2) Business EDM advertisements dedicated to promoting the conference via Connecting Industry and event
partners. 
Handouts x 3 of business brochures / pamphlets and/or capability statements on live streaming conference
platform.
Three (3) seats at the Speaker & Sponsor night (delivered online) on Tuesday, October 25.
Access to book appointments and have private face to face meetings with attendees, presenters, and other
sponsors.
Business branding for delegate live face to face meetings on one (1) dedicated networking table.
Business branding throughout entire conference including a description of company and links to website and at the
beginning of all conference sessions.
Exhibition Virtual Booth at conference (live face to face meetings 7+ people) and booth branding.
Write-up about company on Connecting Renewable Energy Conference NSW website including links to business
website.
Company branding throughout conference including description of company and links to business website.
Unlimited attendance for staff members to assist with business promotion/sales on conference platform. (does not
include business presenter/s).
Five (5) complementary tickets for business clients to attend conference.
Regular verbal recognition throughout the conference.
Business interview on Connecting Industry Podcast (7000 + listeners).

Three (3) minute live and/or recorded video presentation to all attendees during conference.
Exhibition Virtual Booth at conference (live face to face meetings 7+ people) and booth branding.
Company logo on all social media and media advertisement marketing materials. 
Two (2) seats at the Speaker & Sponsor night (delivered online) on Tuesday, October 25.
Write-up about company on Connecting Renewable Energy Conference NSW website including links to business
website.
Handouts x 1 of business brochure/pamphlet or capability statement on live streaming conference platform.
Regular verbal recognition throughout the conference.
Complimentary attendance for up to  three (3) staff members to assist with business promotion/sales on
conference platform (does not including business presenter).

Company logo on social media marketing only.
Business branding throughout conference.
One (1) seat at the Speaker & Sponsor night (delivered online) on Tuesday, October 25.
Verbal recognition throughout the conference.
Two (2) tickets to attend conference.

Company booth to exhibit your services and capabilities.
Two (2) booth attendants and access to conference.

MAJOR SPONSOR (PRESENTING PARTNER): $6000 +GST 

SUPPORTER SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE:  $3700 +GST  (Two (2) packages left)

BRANDING PACKAGES - $1800 +GST (Three (3) packages left)

Exhibiting Packages - $1200 + GST (Unlimited packages available)
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CONNECTING INDUSTRY EVENTS 

Connecting Industry Conferences Statistical Highlights
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30 QLD
12 NSW
15 WA
Major 

Projects

470 QLD
135 NSW
111 WA

Companies 
Represented

28
Sponsor 

Companies

$25bn QLD
$12bn NSW

$5bn WA
Procurement 
Opportunities 54

Keynote
Speakers

8
State &

Territory's
9 

Countries
Represented

 

675 QLD
174 NSW
137 WA

Delegates

84% [Executive 22% Management 27% Operations/Procurement 35%]
MANAGEMENT LEVEL REPRESENTATION

"FOSROC have sponsored two Connecting
Industry Conferences with both going
extremely well with excellent presentations
and as a sponsor we got great value out of
each event" 
Hamid Khan, FOSROC.

"Loadscan has sponsored two Connecting
Industry Conferences and we've found both
events gave the business great exposure
and branding opportunties" 
Carey West, Loadscan.

"The conference was exceptional. It specifically
targeted the audience I wanted to attract with
some great outcomes - well worth it" 
Tim O'Brien, Jobs Skills Network.

“A stellar job and as a sponsor, I believe we
achieved what we set out to; brand
recognition for attendees and businesses
looking to engage our services in the future" 
Jeremy Fisher, Southpac International.
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CONNECTING RENEWABLE ENERGY
CONFERENCE NSW

SPONSORSHIP APPLICATION

Please tick the preferred package.  

Major Sponsor            Supporting Sponsor             Branding Sponsor            Exhibit

Contact Person ...........................................................................................

Company .....................................................................................................

Postal Address .............................................................................................

Email ............................................................................................................

Phone ...........................................................................................................

 
Please accept this completed application form for sponsorship of the Connecting
Renewable Energy Conference NSW on October 27 2022.  I have read and agreed to
all terms and conditions.  I warrant that I am authorised to sign on behalf of the
sponsor listed on the Sponsorship Application above and all information provided is
complete and accurate.

(Signed on behalf of sponsor)

Name ........................................             Position ........................................

Signed .......................................             Date .............................................

Please send signed sponsorship form to conference@connectingindustry.com.au
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CONNECTING RENEWABLE ENERGY
CONFERENCE NSW

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Please note: As there is limited availability in each sponsorship category,
sponsorship applications will be reviewed and offers will be granted on a 
first-received basis.

Sponsorship will be considered and allocated only after receipt of signed
sponsorship application form.

All sponsors must engage in behaviours at the conference aligned with the core
values of Connecting Industry. These values are shared across all stakeholders to
ensure effective partnerships:

Business excellence & commitment to promoting a genuine safety culture
Environmentally responsible behaviour and respect for individual and stakeholder
rights. Highest standards of corporate governance and unquestionable ethics.

A confirmation email will be provided to sponsors upon receipt of a signed
sponsorship application.  The confirmation email will request a deposit into
Connecting Industry's account. An invoice will be sent and full payment is required
within 14 days of the invoice being issued.

In the event of sponsorship cancellation or withdrawal by the sponsor, Connecting
Industry reserves the right to retain 50 per cent of sponsorship paid. All
cancellations must be advised in writing. In case of sponsorship exchange,
sponsors must negotiate and receive written approval from Connecting Industry
prior to assigning, subletting, or appointing the whole or any party.

Connecting Industry intends to host the event via a live video conference
streaming platform.  Connecting Industry endeavour to present all aspects of the
conference accordingly but takes no responsibility for breakdowns, loss, freezing,
or drop-out of the live video stream platform during presentations including
computer or device malfunction during presenter presentations.

Connecting Industry reserves the right to review all marketing material provided
by a sponsor and may refuse to market products or services they deem
objectionable or unsuitable for the event.
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